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Automated PRs on Wireless Networks
Stephen M. Schneider
Michael N. Clark
Information Processing Systems
United Space Alliance
Kennedy Space Center, FL
The Project
United Space Alliance (USA) is the prime contractor for the Space Flight Operations Contract at
the Kennedy Space Center.  The Automated Penbase Problem Reporting System processes
mandatory inspections of the Orbiter’s Thermal Protection System (TPS).
Each Space Shuttle Orbiter is covered with Reusable Surface Insulation (RSI).  This includes
27,500 heat shielding tiles and 2,200 thermal blankets on the Shuttle’s outer surface.  The RSI
protects the aluminum structure and astronauts from the searing temperatures of reentry, which
may exceed 2,500 degrees Fahrenheit.
At the completion of each Space Shuttle flight, we inspect the Shuttle’s RSI to identify any
damage.  Orbiter components must meet stringent return-to-flight criteria. This detailed inspec-
tion process generates three types of Work Authorization Documents (WAD).  The first, Problem
Reports (PR), identifies unique problems that require high level attention.  The second, Discrep-
ancy Reports (DR), documents recurring discrepancies with standard repair procedures.  The
third, Matrix Damage Reports (MDR), documents minor damage with pre-approved dispositions.
Taken together, these documents comprise the thousands of Work Authorization Documents
that initiate RSI repair.  We accomplished our goals by automating the process and  putting it on
a 2.4 Ghz wireless network.
Problem Analysis
We wanted to reduce the manual effort required to generate Work Authorization Documents
(PR/DR/ MDR). The manual process led to:
1)  Duplication of effort
In the manual method, Quality personnel describe and sketch the discrepancy on scrap paper
and a clipboard.  They note discrepancy data including part number, serial number, type of
damage and dimensions.  After performing the inspection, they transcribe the details from the
clipboard to the formal PR/DR/MDR forms. These actions require duplication of effort and
introduce the possibility of transcription error.
2)  Invalid/inconsistent data
After formally documenting the discrepancy, the PR is brought to the Test and Inspection Record
(TAIR) station where it is logged and issued a tracking number.  Numerous authors use a wide
variety of input styles.  These different styles ultimately lead to costly error detection procedures.
Discussions with TAIR station personnel revealed a high error rate on hand-scribed PR/DR/
MDRs.
3) Unnecessary time delays.
The duplication of effort required by the manual process led to frequent time delays.  On occa-
sion, the delay caused by the transcription process was 24 hours.
Action Plan
a. Potential Solutions
Potential solutions included mainframe applications, laptop computers, the redesign of Work
Authorization Documents (PR/DR/MDR), enforcing “official” discrepancy description phrases
and the use of penbase portable computers.  Economic reality made it impossible to simply
assign more personnel to the task.  We had to work smarter, not harder.
We also reviewed the best practices of other companies at industry seminars and attended a
variety of vendor presentations.  We used this new information and combined it with our own
past experience.  As a result, we benchmarked our internal practices against other industries.
b. Best Solution
Penbase portable computers met all our requirements.  These requirements were; 1) ease of
use, 2) portability and 3) hand graphics capability.  Penbase computers also offered commercial-
off-the-shelf (COTS) hardware and software support.
However, the team still faced several decisions: what hardware, which software platform and
how do we ensure compatibility? The hardware criteria included pen-capability, weight, power,
display type, internal hard disk storage, RAM capacity and Windows compatibility. One of our
decision tools was  Kepner-Tregoe Decision Analysis.  We used it to evaluate over 20 hardware
possibilities.
The software criteria included Windows support, potential for Rapid Application Development
(RAD) and the availability of a graphics extension library.  We then tested the hardware and
software together to assure compatibility.
The original implementation used a Toshiba T-200 portable penbase computer, Windows 3.1 and
Microsoft FoxPro 2.6 for the software development.  We tested a 902 Mhz wireless LAN.  Unfor-
tunately, the time required to transmit graphics made the 902 Mhz system unacceptably slow.
We decided to delay the integration of the wireless feature until faster transfer rates became
available.
Later we upgraded to NORAND 6622 penbase computers, Windows 95 and Oracle Forms for
software development.  The attached graphic shows a sample penbase input screen.  But the
most significant upgrade was the introduction of a fast wireless network.  A 2.4 Ghz Radio
Frequency (RF) system using a Spread Spectrum Channel provided the performance our users
required.  Besides its speed, the wireless system’s most notable feature was its complete trans-
parence to the user.
c. Solution Benefits
By automating Tile PR/DR/MDR processing, we achieved our goal by reducing the processing
effort and eliminating transcription errors.  Now we perform mandatory inspections using a
penbase computer with pull down menus, check boxes, spinners and on-screen graphics.
A profile screen contains descriptive information which allows users to enter repetitive informa-
tion (such as Work Area, Location and Zone) only once.  Users immediately noticed time sav-
ings in generating Work Authorization Documents.
In addition, the program allows users to input damage descriptions with virtually no keyboard
input.  Screen popups provide standardized lists, restrict the user to the displayed choices and
save time.  Elements of Artificial Intelligence (AI) automatically change the configuration of the
screen popups based on user selection.  This prevents most forms of invalid data.  For instance,
a user who specifies an “AFT” location in the profile screen will see only appropriate AFT selec-
tions under the Orbiter ZONES and EICN (End Item Control Number) screen popups. This adds
another level of error checking.
The ability to hand sketch RSI damage on the penbase computer screen is one of the identify-
ing features of the Automated Penbase Problem Reporting System.  The software saves the
sketch and other damage information on disk.
When users complete a form, they download the penbase computer data to a printer that gener-
ates a hardcopy of the PR/DR/MDR form.  The software prints the screen data (along with a
sketch of the damage) on a computer generated KSC form.  The 2.4 Ghz wireless LAN allows
the user to accomplish this anywhere within each Orbiter Processing Facility (OPF) High Bay.
The computer generated form is an improvement over the former handwritten effort.  It reduces
transcription errors, expedites processing and provides a professional looking document.  Users
found it much easier to read and understand.
4. Results Achieved
We measured a 40% cost avoidance in post-flight inspections by using the Automated Problem
Reporting System.  As a result, we created a labor avoidance of 25 mandays per flow.  This
projects to 1,400 manhours annually for seven Orbiter flows.
In addition, there are intangible benefits which include:
1.  Quicker turnaround from discrepancy detection to resolution
2.  Imbedded legal value databases
3.  Generic discrepancy descriptions for consistency and trending
4.  A decrease in repetitive entry with user profiles automatically saved from session to session
5.  Advanced error checking
Our solution embodied the very essence of the “paradigm shift” concept and introduced an
entirely new method of processing Orbiter Work Authorization Documents. These improvements
exceeded our expectations.
Specifically, we demonstrated that the penbase portable computer on a 2.4 Ghz wireless net-
work achieves increased efficiency and reduction of errors. These value-added improvements
are necessary in today’s climate of changing customer demands and increasing cost concerns.

